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Reflected-Afterflow 

Virtual-Source Model 
Compared to Exact 
Calculations for Elastic 
Cylinders Attacked by 
Planar Waves 

A recently developed theoretical approximation, the reflected-afterfiow virtual-source 
(RA VS) model, is applied to the case of a planar shock wave attacking an elastic cylindrical 
shell. Calculations are shown to be in good agreement with the exact calculations that 
were published by Huang for all locations and times. It is concluded that the RA VS 
model gives a good approximation for the loading and response of an elastic cylindrical 
shell attacked by planar waves. The RA VS model is shown to be even better for spherical 
waves that are of much more practical interest. © 1997 John Wiley & Sons, 1nc. 

INTRODUCTION 

Calculation of the deformation of a structure 
caused by the pressure wave from an underwater 
explosion is of much interest to the Navy. To gain 
this capability an approximate model was intro
duced (Waldo, 1994) to determine the pressure 
that develops when an acoustic wave interacts with 
a curved and compliant surface. This model uses 
the virtual-source concept in analogy with geomet
rical optics. Because this model includes the 
afterflow velocities of both the attacking and re
flected waves, it is called the reflected-afterflow 
virtual-source (RA VS) model. In this article an 
equation of motion for a structural surface is ob-

tained using the RA VS model. From this equation 
of motion, the deformation of the surface is calcu
lated. A procedure is presented to determine the 
deformations for the special case of a planar shock 
wave interacting with a cylindrical elastic cell. Cal
culations with this procedure, using RA VS, are 
shown to be in good agreement with the exact 
calculations by Huang (1970). 
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EQUATION OF MOTION 

The equation of motion for the velocity u(t) of 
the surface in the direction that is opposite to the 
normal to the surface (Fig. 1) is 
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FIGURE 1 Geometry for virtual source. 

mit(t) = Pto/t) - PstrCt), (1) 

where m is the total mass (including the attached 
stiffeners) of the structural surface per unit area, 
t is the time after arrival of the attacking wave, 
Ptot(t) is the total pressure in the fluid, and Pstr(t) 
is the structural pressure, i.e., the force per unit 
area due to the structure in the direction that is 
normal to the structural surface (pointing into the 
fluid). This quantity is determined by the proper
ties of the structure. The total pressure in the fluid 
at the point of interest on the surface of the struc
ture is 

Ptot(t) = Phvdro + pet) + Pscat(t) + Prad(t), (2) 

where Phydro is the hydrostatic pressure, p(t) is the 
pressure of the attacking wave, Pscat(t) is the pres
sure of the scattered wave, and Pr.it) is the pres
sure of the radiated wave. To determine these 
pressures, it is necessary to review the derivations 
in an earlier study (Waldo, 1994): 

AFTERFLOW 

The velocity of the fluid for a spherical acoustic 
wave can be expressed as 

vet) = pet) + ~ J' pet') dt', 
pc pr 0 

(3) 

where p is the mass density of the fluid, c is the 
speed of sound, and r is the distance from the 
source. The second term in this equation (with 
the integral) is called the afterflow term (see, e.g., 
Cole, 1948, p. 143). 

SCATTERED WAVE AND 
RADIATED WAVE 

When the acoustic wave interacts with the surface 
of a structure, an additional pressure is developed 
at the surface. If there is no separation between 
the fluid and the surface, then the velocity of the 
fluid in the direction that is normal to the surface 
must equal the velocity of the surface in the direc
tion that is normal to the surface. The total pres
sure of the fluid is equal to the sum of the hydro
static pressure, the pressure of the incident wave, 
and the additional pressure that arises from the 
interaction with the surface. This additional pres
sure is modeled as the superposition of a "scat
tered" wave and a "radiated" wave. The scattered 
wave is defined to be the wave that would occur 
if the surface did not move (if there were no sepa
ration of the fluid from the surface). The radiated 



wave is defined to be the remainder of the addi
tional pressure wave and is the result of the move
ment of the surface (if there were no separation 
of the fluid from the surface). 

Scattered Wave 

The pressure due to the scattered wave at a point 
on the surface is determined by modeling the scat
tered wave as if it emanated from a "virtual" 
source analogous with geometrical optics. For this 
model, consider a point of interest on the surface 
of the structure that is at a distance r from the 
source (Fig. 1). The surface at this point is modeled 
as an "equivalent" sphere with radius a that is 
determined by 

(4) 

where al is the radius of curvature in a given direc
tion on the actual surface and az is the radius of 
curvature in the direction that is perpendicular 
to the given direction. Of course, a complicated 
surface with sharp angles would have to be 
smoothed by an algorithm or engineering judg
ment. For example, if the surface is attacked by a 
positive pressure pulse, then the smoothing could 
be over the length of the pulse, if the pulse length 
is smaller than the characteristic dimension of the 
object. If the pulse were longer, then the smooth
ing could be over the characteristic dimension of 
the object. However, for a simple surface, it can 
be easily shown that the radius of this equivalent 
sphere does not vary on the given direction of al . 

If the actual surface were a sphere, then al = 
az = a. However, if the actual surface were a cylin
der, then az is infinite and a = 2al. The surface of 
the equivalent sphere is superposed on the actual 
surface at the point of interest. The radial direction 
of the equivalent sphere is the same as the normal 
direction to the actual surface at the point of in
terest. 

The geometry of the source and the point of 
interest is also shown in Fig. 1. The distance from 
the source to the equivalent sphere and an associ
ated angle about the center of the equivalent 
sphere are determined as follows: consider the line 
from the source to the center of this equivalent 
sphere. Define d to be the distance along this line 
from the source to the surface of the equivalent 
sphere. The intersection of this line with the equiv
alent sphere is the point on the equivalent sphere 
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that is closest to the source. This is called "the 
first arrival point." At the point of interest (see Fig. 
1), the angle of incidence () is the angle between 
the normal to the surface and the line from the 
source. Thus, 

d = r2 + 2ra cos (J (5) 
Yrz + aZ + 2ra cos (J + a 

The angle ex between the line from the source to 
the center of the equivalent sphere and the line 
from the center of the sphere to the point of inter
est is determined from Fig. 1 to be 

ex = {;, for a + r cos (J "2 0, 
(6) 

ex = {; + 7T, for a + r cos (J < 0, 

where 

( r sin (J ) {; = arctan (J . 
a + rcos 

(7) 

As in geometrical optics, the scattered wave is 
modeled as emanating from a virtual source. The 
distance bo from the surface of the equivalent 
sphere to this virtual source is given by 

1 1 2 
- = - + - for d > ° and a > 0, (8) 
bo d a' 

(see, e.g., Jenkins and White, 1957, p. 87). This 
concept is valid only for early times (et « a or 
oscillatory waves with wavelengths «a) and for 
points on the equivalent sphere that are near the 
first arrival point. However, it is assumed in this 
model that this is approximately correct even if 
the points are not near the first arrival point. Of 
course, if the actual surface is not a sphere, then 
it is assumed that this equivalent spherical model 
is approximately correct. 

In the case with d ::s 0, the virtual source is 
assumed to be located at the actual source. This 
implies that b = rand f3 = 7T - () (see Fig. 1). 
Under certain conditions, a calculation might be 
acceptable for a concave surface [i.e., a surface 
with an equivalent sphere having a negative radius 
Eq. (4)]. However, there are complications that 
could occur for other conditions. Thus, for the 
models that are presented in this article, it is re
quired that a > 0. For numerical calculations, if a 
were negative, then it would have to be set equal 
to a very large positive number so that the effective 
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curvature in the calculation would be approxi
mately zero. 

It is emphasized that if the actual surface is not 
a sphere, then there is a different virtual source 
for each point of interest on the structural surface. 
Thus, for the acoustic radiation into the entire 
fluid, this model is only an approximate solution 
to the wave equation. For points on the equivalent 
sphere that are near the first arrival point, these 
virtual sources are very close together so that their 
effect is approximately the same as a single virtual 
source. Of course, the validity of this model must 
be tested by comparison with problems for which 
exact solutions are available. 

The geometry about the virtual source is also 
shown in Fig. 1. The distance from the virtual 
source to the point of interest and the angle of the 
scattered wave are determined as follows: from 
Fig. 1 it can be seen that the distance from the 
virtual source to the point of interest is 

b = Yb6 + 4a(a - bo) [sin(aI2)]2. (9) 

Also, Fig. 1 shows that the angle of the scattered 
wave f3 between the radial direction and the line 
to the virtual source can be determined from 

cos fJ = {bo + 2(a - bo)[sin(aI2)p}lb, (10) 

which is positive for a> 0 and d > 0; see Eq. (8) 
for bo, Eq. (6) for lX, and Eq. (9) for b. 

The velocity of the fluid due to the scattered 
wave is 

( ) Pscat(t) 1 It ( ') d ' Vscat t = -- + -b Pscat t t , pe p 0 
(11) 

where Pscat(t) is the pressure of the scattered wave 
[see Eq. (3)]. 

Because the scattered wave is defined to be the 
wave that would occur if the surface did not move 
(if there were no separation of the fluid from the 
surface), the velocity of the fluid in the direction 
of the normal to the surface must be zero. That is, 

V(t) cos () - vscat(t)cos fJ = O. (12) 

Substituting Eq. (11) in Eq. (12) and differentiat
ing with respect to t gives 

Pscat(t) + Pscat(t) = v(t) cos (). 
pe pb cos fJ (13) 

Solving this equation, substituting Eq. (3) [for v(t)] 

in the resulting equation, and integrating by parts 
gives the pressure of the scattered wave, 

Pscalt) = [P(t) - c(E - ~ )e-(ctlb) 

It cOb (') d ,] cos () 
e P t t a' ° cos ,., 

(14) 

Pressure of Radiated Wave 

The pressure at the point of interest due to the 
radiated wave is also modeled as if it were emanat
ing from the virtual source. This pressure is deter
mined by solving 

u(t) -
(15) 

- [Prad(t) + ~ It Prad(t') dt'] cos fJ, 
pe pb -ric 

where u(t) is the velocity of the surface in the 
direction that is opposite to the normal to the sur
face, i.e., the velocity in the direction into the sur
face of the structure. The lower limit of the integral 
in this equation is -rIc, rather than zero, because 
movement in the structure might propagate faster 
than in the fluid. (Note that the opposite sign con
vention is used by Huang, 1970.) Thus, as in eq. 
(22) of Waldo (1994), the pressure of the radiated 
wave is 

Prad(t) = _e-(ctlb) It ect'lb peit(t') dt'. (16) 
-ric cos fJ 

Of course, it is assumed that the deformations of 
the surface are so small that they have a negligible 
effect on the curvatures. If these curvatures were 
continually updated during a calculation to give 
the current curvature, there would be an improve
ment in the calculation. 

Equations Applied to All Points 

It must be emphasized that all of these equations 
are applied to all points on the surface of the 
structure being attacked. This includes points that 
are in the shadow of the structure with respect to 
the source. 

SOLUTION OF EQUATION OF MOTION 

The solution of Eq. (1) is presented in the Appen
dix [see Eq. A.13)]. To perform numerical calcula-



tions with this solution, the increment of I(t) [see 
Eqs. (A.3) and (A.S)] is 

It+1lt 
aI = I(t + at) - I(t) = e-~(tHt) t e W' p(t') dt' 

- (1 - e-'1Ilt) I(t) 

e~t+l1t) - eW = e-,,(t+i1t) pet + at) 
'rJ 

(17) 

- (1 - e-~Ilt)I(t) 

= [pet + at) - 'rJI(t)]Q, 

where 

1 - e-~l1t 
Q=---

'rJ 

= ~ exp ( -¥ at) sinh (¥ at)' 

(18) 

This would be exact if pet) were constant in the 
interval (t, t + at]. (This interval must include t + 
at because p is defined at t + M) Note that I(t) 
= 0 for t :::; O. The numerical calculation of I,tr(t) 
[see Eq. (A.4)] can be performed in a similar 
fashion. 

PLANAR ATTACKING WAVE 

For a planar attacking wave, the source is at an 
infinite distance. In this case, r ~ 00, which implies 
that d ~ 00 [see Eq. (5)]. Thus, it is seen from Eq. 
(8) that bo ~ al2 and from Eq. (6) that a ~ e. 

For a cylindrical surface, a2 is infinite. Thus, for 
a planar wave propagating perpendicular to the 
axes of the cylinder, a = 2aj and bo = aj [see Eqs. 
(4), (8)]. Also, the angle of incidence, e, is the 
same as the angle of the point of interest on the 
cylinder above the direction of propagation of the 
wave, as shown in Fig. 2. 

For a cylindrical shell (see Fig. 2) composed of 
elastic material with Young's modulus E, Poisson's 
ratio P, thickness 2h, and radius aj , my earlier study 
shows (Waldo 1996) that the structural resistance 
pressure, used by Huang (1970), is equivalent to 

2Eh 

(19) 

[d h2 d(4) _ dO) h2 d(3)] 
radial + 3ar radial Ii + 3ar /I , 

where dradial is the deflection in the radial direction 
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PLANAR 
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FRONT 

FIGURE 2 Planar wave attacking a cylindrical shell. 

and do is the deflection in the tangential direction. 
My study also showed (Waldo, 1996) that the 
equation of motion for the tangential deflection is 
equivalent to 

.. 1 2Eh 
do = - -,----=-------= 

m (1 - p2) aT 
(20) 

[ ( 1 + h2) d(2) d(l) + h2 d(3) ] 3aI 8 - radial 3aI radial , 

where m = 2p,h in which p, is the mass density of 
the shell material. A computer program using 
these equations is presented in the same study 
(Waldo, 1996). 

Comparisons to Exact Calculations 

Exact calculations for this problem were per
formed by Huang (1970). Equation (1) of Huang's 
article states that 

M = pad(2hp,) and C2 = EI[Ps(l - p2)e2], 
(21) 

His results for these dimensionless quantities can 
be regarded as functions of the number of radial 
transit times after arrival of the front of the at
tacking wave at e = 0, i.e., T* = eTlal, where T 
is the time after arrival of the attacking wave at 
e = O. [Thus, the time after arrival of the front at 
a given location is t = T - (1 - cos e)aj/c.] In a 
similar fashion, the non dimensional radial velocity 
is defined as u* = upclpo. Also, for a time-decay 
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constant q, the attacking pressure is pet) 
poe-t1q , for t > 0 and is zero otherwise. 

Situation with M = 2, h/al = 1/31, and 
C2 = 13.685665 

The situation with M = 2, hlal = 1/31, and C2 = 

13.685665 was treated for q = O. Figure 3 shows the 
comparison of the RA VS calculation with Huang's 
(1970) exact calculation for this case. Note that 
the curves are very close even though the minima 
of the oscillations in the RA VS calculation are 
slightly lower than those in Huang's calculation. 

Because Huang's (1970) exact calculation con
tains only eight modes, it is not quite exact. How
ever, because the convergence is very rapid, there 
is little error in Huang's calculation. Also, because 
his curves were read directly from his journal arti
cle, there are some small errors in the presentation 
of his curves in this article. As can be seen in 
my finite-difference program (Waldo, 1996), the 
calculation with the RA VS model had 12 space 
intervals for () = 0 to () = 1T. For twice this number 
of intervals, the calculation was about the same. 
Thus, the calculation is sufficiently accurate for 
this comparison. 

The zeroth mode of the radial displacement 
[see eq. (5) of Huang, 1970] is defined as 

1 JU dradialO(t) = - dradial(t, 0) dO. 
1T 0 

(22) 

The nondimensional form of this quantity, 
d*radialO = (dradialOlal)pc2/po, is plotted in Waldo 
(1996). Again, the curves are so close that they 
overlap and are not discernible. Also, the RA VS 
calculation at 10 radial transit times, 0.1458, is al
most the same as the exact asymptotic value MI 
C2 = 0.1461 (see Huang, 1970). 
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0.2 Huang ---- T* 
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FIGURE 3 Nondimensional velocity vs. time, () = 0, 
q = 0, M = 2. 
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FIGURE 4 Nondimensional velocity vs. time, first 
mode, q = 0, M = 2. 

The first mode of the radial velocity [see eq. 
(5) of Huang, 1970] is defined as 

2 JU Ul(t) = - u(t, 0) cos OdO. 
1T 0 

(23) 

The non dimensional form of this quantity, U* = 
UIPC/PO, is plotted in Fig. 4. As above, the curves 
are very close. 

Situation with M = 4.41890, h/ al = 
1/69, and C = 12.581197 

The situation with M = 4.41890, h/al = 1/69, and 
C 2 = 12.581197 was also treated for q = O. For () 
= 0 in Fig. 5 the agreement between the RA VS 
and the exact solution is very good. In particular, 
the first two (most important) oscillations are re
produced by the RA VS calculation with very little 

1.75 U* 
1.5 

1.25 • _ •• __ •• t ......... ..,. .... 

RAVS 
0.75 

0.5 

0.25 Huang ---- T* 
2 4 6 8 10 

FIGURE 5 Nondimensional velocity vs. time, () = 0, 
q = 0, M = 4.4189. 
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FIGURE 6 Nondimensional velocity vs. time, (J 

1[/2, q = 0, M = 4.4189. 

error. The agreement at () = 1T12 in Fig. 6 is also 
very good. Because Huang only had a finite num
ber of modes in his calculation, there is a small 
precursor due to the Gibbs phenomena (as dis
cussed by Huang, 1970). Thus, because of the 
Gibbs phenomena, the true (exact) minimum 
value in Fig. 6 might be even closer to the RA VS 
calculation. Of course, this conjecture would have 
to be verified by including many more modes in 
Huang's calculation. The agreement at () = 1T (at 
the back of the cylinder, see Waldo, 1996), is very 
good up to two radial transit times. For later times 
the RA VS velocity is a fairly good approximation 
of the exact velocity, even though it is somewhat 
lower. However, for many practical situations, the 
front side is of greatest interest. For these situa
tions, the calculation for the back of the cylinder 
does not need to be very accurate if it is not too 
large. Also, in many practical situations, the cylin
der contains enough internal equipment so that 
the entire object is neutrally buoyant. Often, after 
two radial transit times, this internal equipment 
will attain velocities that are close to the velocity of 
the shell. That is, the entire object will be moving 
almost as if it were a neutrally buoyant shell such 
as treated in Figs. 3 and 4. Thus, if the entire object 
(including internal equipment) were modeled us
ing the RA VS model, then it is plausible that the 
motions would be close to those of the neutrally 
buoyant shell for which the agreement is very good 
with the exact calculations. That is, in these practi
cal situations, the RA VS calculation might be 
close to the exact motion even on the back of 
the shell. 

The exact calculations of the strains for this 
situation (Fig. 7) are in very good agreement with 
the RA VS calculations for all times and allioca
tions (also see Waldo, 1996). Note that in this 
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figure, the ordinate is defined as the strain 
multiplied by a non dimensional factor, i.e., 

strain* = strain pe2/PO , (24) 

where strain = (d~) - dradial)lal' It is seen that the 
most important oscillatory behavior is accurately 
replicated by the RA VS calculation. Even though 
the velocity (shown in Waldo, 1996) at () = 1T was 
somewhat smaller than the exact calculation after 
two radial transit times, the strain (Fig. 7) at this 
location is almost the same as the exact calculation. 
This is significant because the strains are a better 
measure of the condition of the shell than the 
velocity. Note that the small-amplitude and high
frequency oscillations are due to using only 48 
intervals from () = 0 to () = 1T in the finite-difference 
program, (see Waldo, 1996). If more intervals were 
used, then these amplitudes would be even smaller 
and these frequencies would be even higher. This 
would make the agreement with the exact calcula
tion even better. Also note that all of the calcula
tions have only 12 intervals except the strain calcu
lations (see Fig. 7, which has 48 intervals). 

The zeroth mode for the radial displacement, 
Eq. (22), is shown in Waldo (1996). Again the 
agreement is very good. At 10 radial transit times, 
the RA VS calculation is 0.35111, which is almost 
the same as the exact asymptotic value (Huang, 
1970) MIC2 = 0.35123. As expected, the zeroth 
mode of displacement is almost the same as the 
values of strain for this time. 

The exact values of the first mode for velocity 
(see Waldo, 1996) are almost the same as the val
ues calculated using the RA VS model up to two 
radial transit times. For later times, the RA VS 
model gives a good approximation, even though 
the values are somewhat lower. These lower values 

RAVS 

Huang ----
T* 

2 3 4 5 

FIGURE 7 Strain vs. non dimensional time, (J = 1[, 

q = 0, M = 4.4189. 
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are due to the lower values of velocity at the back 
of the cylinder. 

Situation with M = 6.41975, h/al = 
1/100, C2 = 13.685665, and q = 0 

The situation with M = 6.41975, h/al = 11100, 
C2 = 13.685665, and q = 0 is compared for the 
zeroth displacement mode in Waldo (1996). Even 
though the RA VS calculation rises somewhat 
faster than the exact calculation, the agreement is 
very good. The value for 10 radial transit times is 
0.46909, which is the same as the exact asymptotic 
value (Huang, 1970) M/C2 = 0.46909, to five sig
nificant figures. The RA VS calculation of the first 
velocity mode (Waldo, 1996) agrees very well up 
to two radial transit times. At later times, it is a 
fair approximation even though it is lower than 
the exact values. Unfortunately, Huang (1970) did 
not present the calculations for the velocities and 
strains at individual locations for this situation. As 
explained above, for many situations of interest 
with internal equipment inside the shell, the veloc
ities at later times would tend to be the same as in 
the neutrally buoyant situation. For the neutrally 
buoyant situation, the RA VS calculation agrees 
very well with the exact calculation. Thus, the 
small deviation after two radial transit times might 
be of little practical interest. In addition, in the 
previous situation the velocities on the front of 
the cylinder and the strains at all locations were 
very close to the exact calculations, even though 
the zeroth velocity mode was somewhat lower than 
the exact calculation after two radial transit times. 
Thus, it is plausible that the velocities on the front 
of the cylinder and the strains at all locations are 
in better agreement than the first velocity mode. 

Other Situations Published by Huang 

The other situations that were published by Huang 
(1970), including those with q > 0, agreed about 
as well with the RA VS calculation as the cases 
presented above (see Waldo, 1995, 1996) for all 
of the comparisons). 

RIGID CYLINDERS 

My previous study showed (Waldo, 1994) that the 
RA VS calculations for rigid (and immovable) cyl
inders attacked by plane waves are in good 
agreement with the exact calculations. However, 
the preceding calculations for elastic cylinders at-

~1.0 
E-= E--

00.5 1 

90 
120 180 

4 7 
TIME, T 

FIGURE 8 Rigid cylinder attacked by a spherical 
wave with constant pressure; nearest distance = O.5al, 
longitudinal distance = O. 

tacked by planar waves are in even better 
agreement with the exact calculations. Also in 
Waldo (1994), RAVS calculations are compared 
to Huang's (1975) exact calculations for a spherical 
wave from a source that is 0.5 from the nearest 
point on the cylinder [see Eq. (2), with Phydro = 

Prad = 0, al = 1, and c = 1] and has a step pressure 
pet) = O.5/r, for 0 :s t (see Fig. 8). It is seen that 
the error for 0° is very small. The exact pressures 
at 90°, 120°, and 180° are so much smaller than 
that at 0°, that for many purposes they can be 
disregarded (at these angles, the RA VS calcula
tions give zero pressure). Because the RA VS cal
culations for the elastic case are in better 
agreement with the exact calculations for planar 
waves, it is plausible that the agreement for the 
elastic case would be in better agreement for 
spherical waves. Thus, it is plausible that the 
RA VS calculations for spherical waves would be 
almost the same as the exact calculations. This is 
important because spherical waves are of much 
more practical interest than planar waves. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

An equation of motion for a structural surface 
was presented. The equations for the pressure that 
develops when an acoustic wave interacts with a 
curved and compliant surface were also presented. 
These equations were derived using the RA VS 
model (see Waldo, 1994). With these equations, 
an expression for the velocity of the structural 
surface was derived from the equation of motion. 
A numerical method was presented for using this 



expression. This was applied to the case of a planar 
wave attacking an elastic cylindrical shell. Calcula
tions that were made from a computer program, 
using the RA VS model, were shown to be in good 
agreement with all of the exact calculations pres
entd by Huang (1970) for all locations and times. 
Thus, it is concluded that the RA VS model gives 
a good approximation for an elastic cylinder being 
attacked by a planar wave. The RA VS approxima
tion becomes ;;ven better for spherical attacking 
waves that are of much more practical interest 
(Waldo, 1994). In these situations, the source of 
the attacking wave is a finite distance from the 
structural surface. In the limit of the soruce being 
very close to a structural surface, the structural 
surface can be considered as planar. In this situa
tion, the RA VS approximation becomes exact for 
a rigid surface and a free surface. Of course, the 
results of the RA VS model should be compared 
to other exact calculations such as those for an 
elastic spherical shell (see Huang, 1969). 

APPENDIX: SOLUTION OF EQUATION 
OF MOTION 

Substituting Prad from Eq. (16) into Eq. (2) and 
the resulting expression into the equation of mo
tion, Eq. (1), gives 

mit (t) = Phydro + pet) + Pscat(t) 
. (t') (A1) 

- e-(etlb) ft eet'lb P cu dt' - PstrCt). 
-,/e cos P 

Multiplying both sides of this equation by exp 
(ctlb), differentiating both sides of the resulting 
equation with respect to t, and solving the differen
tial equation gives 

c - b Istr(t), (A2) 

where 

I(t) = e- 1Jf t e1/t' pet') dt' , 

Iscat(t) = e- 1Jf t e-1Jf' Pscalt') dt'. (A3) 

IstrCt) = e- 1Jf L"e e1/t' [Pstr(t') - Phydro) dt', (A4) 
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and 

(AS) 

is called "the damping coefficient." The lower 
limit of the intergration in Eq. (A3) is zero be
cause the pressure of the attacking wave and, thus, 
the pressure of the scattered wave are zero before 
their arrival at t = O. 

Equation (13) shows that 

P scat(t) + ~ Pscat(t) = [p (t) + ~p(t) ] ~~: ;. (A6) 

By performing the integration, 

(A7) 

on all of the terms in Eq, (A6), it is seen that 

e- 1Jf ft e1/t'p· (t') dt' o scat 

+ e- 1Jf ft e1Jf'!::.p (t') dt' o b scat 
(A8) 

ft ,c ] cos (J + e-1/t e1Jf -pet') dt' --. 
o r cos p 

By integrating by parts, it is seen that 

- ( ) - -1/t ft 1/t' (')' - Pscat t 'lie 0 e pscat t dt (A9) 

= !i [e-1/t ft e1/t' p (t') dt' J. dt 0 scat 

This demonstrates that the operation of Eq. (A7) 
on the derivative of a function equals the deriva
tive of the operation of Eq. (A7) on that function. 
It is noted that the pressure of the attacking wave, 
and thus, the pressure of the scattered wave, is 
zero in the limit of positive time going to zero. If 
there is a sudden rise in the pressure at time zero, 
this can be represented to any desired accuracy 
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by a function that is zero in the limit of positive 
time going to zero. The function would then in
crease at an arbitrarily high rate of change up 
to its first peak pressure. Thus, Eq. (A.S) is the 
same as 

(A.lO) 

By substituting Eq. (A.3), this becomes 

. c [ . c ] cos (J 
I scal(t) + -b Iscal t) = I (t) + - I(t) -------n. (A.ll) , r cos p 

Substituting Eq. (A.ll) into Eq. (A.2) gives an 
equivalent equation of motion, 

. c [ . c ] cos (J 
mit (t) = I (t) + b I(t) + I (t) + ~ I(t) cos P 

. c 
- I str(t) - b Islr(t), (A.12) 

where I(t) and Istr(t) are determined by Eqs. (A.3) 
and (AA). The right-hand side of Eq. (A.12) does 
not involve the (unknown) velocity [as in Eq. 
(A.I)]. However, the right-hand side does require 
the mass density of the structural surface and the 
structural resistance pressure. Integration of both 
sides of Eq. (A.12) and dividing both sides of the 
resulting expression by m gives the velocity of the 
structural surface, 

u(t) = I(t) (1 + cos (J) 
m cosp 

+ 1. (E. + ~ cos (J) [! J' pet') dt' - I(t)] 
m b r cos p 11 0 11 

Istr(t) (A.13) 

m 

c {I J' , , Islr(t)} - -b - ,[Pstr(t ) - Phydro] dt - - . 
m 11 -nc 11 
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